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ABSTRACT 
Billing system technology nowadays in the market are not very efficiency because the 
revolution of technology. This is because the conventional method like using a barcode 
scanner is require more man power and manual system to operate. Besides that, the 
conventional method, does not store the information like the warranty of the product 
and the information of buyer. Using the smart shop system using RFID reader and RFID 
tag, the system will become more efficient. The system consist two main element with 
is passive RFID tag (125 kHz) and RFID reader (ID-20LA) that similar function with a 
barcode tag and a barcode scanner. The system had used Espresso Lite V2.0 as a 
microcontroller and UC00C as UART converter. The system had been complete with 
Internet of Think (IoT) technique to make sure the system can be operate wirelessly. 
The system also contain a buzzer that produced “beep” sound  as an indicator to make 
sure the tag had been read by the reader. All the information from the reader will be 
send to google spreadsheet as a cloud to store the information about the item. Besides 
that, the system also using a real time tracing. The system had been integrate using 
Arduino IDE as a platform to link between hardware and software. As a result, all the 
information had been save in a cloud at google spreadsheet and easy to access to check 
the warranty item of the client.  From test that had been conducted, the system 100% 
send data to the database without using an internet compare using an internet but the 
system still efficient using an internet but need some additional future. The system will 
be help the billing system become more efficient and easy to monitor for the further 
check. 
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